1 Who is Ama?
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

2 Who is Shilpa?
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

3 Who is Harish?
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

4 Who is Anita?
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

5 Who is Uncle Husband
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a sort of a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

6 Who is Krishna
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

7 Who is Monica?
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

8 Who is Pushpa
A mother
B a girl in Happiness House
C a boy
D a kidnapper
E Boss of Happiness House

9

Who is Shilpa?
A a goonda
B a girl in the House
C a boy in the House
D the Boss of the House

10 Lakshmi is the name of which type of character in the novel?
A minor character
B protagonist
C All of the character types listed here refer to Lakshmi.
D antagonist
E stock character

11 Mumtaz is the character who embodies
A protagonist
B antagonist
C foil

12 Lakshmi has a pet when she lives on the mountain with her family. What is her pet?
A Her pet is a monkey named Junior.
B Her pet is a dog named Lucky.
C Her pet is a lamb named Natanael.
D Her pet is a goat named Tali.
E Her pet is a rabbit named Harry.

13 While living on the mountain, why does Lakshmi often observe a boy named Krishna?
A She has had a crush on Krishna ever since he won the school talent show with his amazing dancing.
B She is promised to Krishna in marriage.
C She cannot help but observe him, because he always tries to get her attention.
D She likes his "sleepy cat eyes."
E Krishna stole her iPod, so now she keeps an eye on him!

14 During a time of great desperation while living in the mountain village, what prized possession does Ama sell in
order to get money to feed her family?
A She sells the painting her mother gave her.
B She sells the family source of entertainment, the Nintendo Wii.
C She is finally forced to sell her ear rings.
D She is finally forced to sell her wedding ring.
E She is finally forced to sell her body to men in a brothel.

15 What visible benefits does Lakshmi observe when her friend Gita goes to the city to work?
A Gita's family now has tuition money for Gita’s brother to attend school.
B Gita's family gets an electric light bulb.
C All of the answer choices listed here are correct.
D Gita's family gets a tin roof.
E Gita’s father gets spectacles (glasses).

16 Why does Lakshmi’s stepfather choose not to work?
A He says that he has already worked enough in his life, so he has decided to retire.
B Lakshmi's mother works instead so that he can be a stay-at-home dad.
C He does work! It's just that no one ever sees him, so they don't believe it.
D He has a trust fund from his grandparents.
E He says that no one will hire a man with only one good arm.

17 Any time Lakshmi’s stepfather is able to acquire a little money, he uses it for…
A gambling at the tea shop.
B formula and diapers for the baby.
C rice wine.
D designer clothing.
E a prostitute.

18 Why does Lakshmi’s mother Ama say that she married her second husband?
A She married him because he is a great provider and he always listens when she has a problem.
B She married him because he is much more handsome than her first husband.
C She married him because he is the baby's father.
D She married him because she believes this is better than not having any man at all.
E She married him because he is a great dancer and he always bought her jewelry.

19 While she is living on the mountain what happens to Lakshmi’s cucumbers?
A Her stepfather takes them to sell.
B Her stepfather takes them to make a salad.
C She uses them to pay her dowry to Krishna.
D They grow big and fat, and she wins a prize for them at the county fair!
E Her mother says that she needs to use them to feed the baby.

20 Why does Lakshmi feel proud when her stepfather takes her to Bajai Sita’s store to be sold?
A She is proud to do something to help her family.
B She is proud to be such a beautiful girl that everyone notices her.
C She is proud to be thirteen years old.
D She is not proud. She is ashamed to be seen with her lazy stepfather.
E She is proud to get a job in the store ringing up customers.

21 What is the setting of the nove, Sold?
A The novel is set in Nepal and India during modern times.
B The novel is set in Nazi Germany and Poland during World War II.
C The novel is set in Russia during the Russian Revolution.
D The novel is set in the United States in 1865 during the Civil War Era.
E The novel is set in China and Twaiwan during modern times.

22 When Lakshmi first arrives at Happiness House, how does Mumtaz attempt to convince Lakshmi to do the brothel’s work?
A Lakshmi experiences five days of deprivation.
B She is placed in solitary confinement.
C Mumtaz gives her daily beatings with a strap.
D All of these answers are correct – they are Mumtaz's attempts to persuade Lakshmi to work.
E Lakshmi experiences starvation.

23 When Lakshmi first arrives at Happiness House, what is the immediate consequence imposed upon Lakshmi for
attempting to run away from Mumtaz?
A She is sent to a new brothel where people are more polite.
B Mumtaz offers her a television in her room if she will stay there.
C Her head is shaven like the girl she saw in the train station.
D Mumtaz threatens to send her back to her mountain town in Nepal.
E She is arrested and placed in prison.

24 What lie does Mumtaz tell Lakshmi.?
A She promises her ice cream.
B She promises Lakshmi tickets to see Lady Gaga.
C She says that Auntie Bimla will take her back home on Saturday.
D She tells Lakshmi that her family is nearby and waiting for her.
E Mumtaz says that she paid 20,000 Rupees for Lakshmi, but Lakshmi knows it was 10,000.

25 Once she is brought down to the main room at Happiness House, Lakshmi learns that she is supposed to tell her
customers that she...
A All of these choices are correct answers.
B is hungry in order to get more money.
C is both drug-free and disease-free!
D is twelve years old.

26 When Lakshmi first arrives at Happiness House, while she is held in solitary confinement, how does she make use of her
little bundle from home?
A She attempts to hang herself with her cloak.
B She comforts herself by smelling the material and imagining her mountain home.
C She hangs her old dress over the window for a curtain.
D She covers herself and uses the garments for warmth on cold nights.

27 At one point when Lakshmi first leaves home, she points out the following: Her “bundle is light,” but her “burden is heavy.”
How is this ironic?
A Her suitcase is so full of new clothes that while she is thankful, the bag is heavy.
B The little bundle she carries from home is physically light while the responsibility of
earning money for her family in a strange place with harsh strangers is overwhelming.
C She is talking about the large sack of potatoes that Uncle Husband makes her carry.
D It is ironic that she has to carry anything when she should have a goonda to carry it for her.
E She is describing how heavy her bundle is now that she has some gold coins hidden there.

28 Who is Mumtaz’s spy at Happiness House?
A Anita
B Shilpa
C Gita
D Monica
E Pushpa

29 Why does Mumtaz sometimes allow Monica and Shilpa to go see a movie?
A They make more money than the other girls make.
B For these reasons: these two girls make the most money; Shilpa chooses to live at the brothel, and Monica
is held captive in fear for her daughter. They will not run away.
C. They are prettier than all the other girls.

30 Why does the street boy get beaten and later lose his job?
A He is a snitch.
B He reported information to the police, and Mumtaz had her goondas go after him.
C He is accused of being a spy for the Americans.
D He does not always return enough money to his boss for the entire inventory.

31 What kind of drink does Shilpa purchase from the street boy who sells tea?
A She buys hot tea with cream and honey.
B She buys liquor. She is addicted because her mother gave it to her as a child to ease
the physical pain of prostitution.
C She buys a Coca-cola whenever she has thirty rupees.
D She always gets a Starbucks latte - grande with sugar free Hazelnut.
E All of the answers here are correct and accurate, because Shilpa says that "Variety is the spice of life."

32 What gifts does Harish give to Lakshmi?
A All of the following statements below accurately reflect the gifts of Harish.
B He gives her a yellow pencil on the day of the festival of brothers and sisters, and she cries in gratitude.
C He gives her the gift of communication by teaching her many words and phrases.
D Harish gives Lakshmi his friendship and shares his knowledge.
E He lends her his book whenever he leaves the brothel for the day.

33 When Shahanna tells Lakshmi what she needs to know about Happiness House, she says that Lakshmi must tell
her customers that she is what age?
A She must say she is eighteen, because it is required by law.
B She must say she is twenty-one or Mumtaz will beat her senseless.
C She must say she is fourteen, or Mumtaz will beat her senseless.
D She must say she is twelve, or Mumtaz will beat her senseless.
E She must not answer, because "Silence is golden."

34 What is unusual about Anita?
A Her family is ashamed of her and told her daughter that she is dead.
B One side of her face is in a perpetual frown – from a beating.
C She has "the virus."
D She is the prettiest girl at Happiness House.

35 What event caused Anita’s deformity?
A She was in a motorcycle accident.
B For trying to leave Happiness House, she was beaten with a metal pipe by Mumtaz’s goondas.
C She was hit by a train and actually luck to survive.
D She was beaten by the border patrol when she tried to enter India.
E She is a stroke victim.

36 What happens when Monica takes a journey home?
A She is unable to see her daughter, because her family told the girl that her mother is dead.
B Her family meets her outside the village.
C Her family begs her not to return and disgrace them.
D All of these statements describe Monica’s experience upon her trip home to see her family.
E Her father beats her black and blue with his cane.

37 Why does Monica return to Happiness House?
A She is actually Mumtaz's daughter.
B She forgot her doll, went back for it, and Mumtaz detained her.
C Just like Shilpa, she wants to be Mumtaz's spy.
D She has no place to go after her family rejects her.
E She loves the true happiness and peace she has found at Happiness House.

38 What is the significance of 30 Rupees?
A Thirty Rupess is the cost of a taxi cab ride to the border, and Lakshmi has that amount saved for her escape.
B Thirty Rupees is both the cost of a Coca-cola and the service of a prostitute at Happiness House.

39 Once a month, the “dirty-hands doctor” gives some girls a shot that costs 500 Rupees for what purpose?
A The shot is to prevent common illnesses like the flu.
B The shot is to prevent STD's (sexually transmitted diseases).
C The shot is to prevent the girls fro running away. It is an addictive drug.
D The shot is to prevent pregnancy.

[ Note: in 2010, David Beckam was the world’s most famous soccer player.]

40 Why does Lakshmi sometimes feel hate regarding Harish “the David Beckam boy”?
A She hates him for having the freedom to come and go as he pleases.
B She hates him for having a mother who combs his hair each morning if she feels well enough.
C She hates herself for hating him, because he is simply an ordinary boy.
D She hates him for having school books and playmates.
E All of the above responses are true and correct regarding Lakshmi’s jealousy of Harish.

41 How often does Lakshmi allow herself to bury her face in her bundle and smell her village home?
A She smells her bundle once a month because she is saving it.
B She smells her bundle once a week, because she doesn't want to get too depressed.
C She smells her bundle randomly, because she has to sneak to do it.
D All of these statements are incorrect and inaccurate, because Lakshmi's bundle was taken from her when she
first entered Happiness House.

42 When Harish “the David Beckam boy” is away on errands and things, how does Lakshmi steal something from him?
A She pretends that she is the number one girl in Happiness House.
B She steals a few coins of his money.
C She looks at Harish’s brightly colored storybook, even though she cannot read the language.

43 Who or what are goondas?
A They are men who work for brothels as security guards and bullies.
B They are the Indian Mafia.
C They are animals in the forest that come to steal their food.
D This is another name for the police.
E This is the name used for the customers who come to the brothels.

44 What does Lakshmi discover about the police in the city?
A All of the following statements are correct and accurate.
B She learns that, since prostitution is illegal, the police are paid off by the brothel operators.
C Lakshmi finds herself saying she does not understand this city - where even the people who are
supposed to be good are corrupt.
D She sees Mumtaz giving a policeman a fat roll of rupees.

45 What does Lakshmi learn from “the David Beckam boy”?
A She learns how to say “How are you today?” and other sentences in Hindi.
B She learns that Hindi is very similar to her native tongue, and she learns that his name is Harish.
C Lakshmi learns everything mentioned here - A, B, D, and E - from Harish.
D He teaches her a bit of two important languages, Hindi and English.
E She learns some Hindi words: girl, boy, sit, walk, book, bowl, good bad, happy, sad, and many more words.

46 Why would Mumtaz possibly choose to maim a child by cutting off a hand or foot?
A She can use the parts of a child to make soup and then sell it.
B All of these statements are correct and accurate.
C Mumtaz is evil like that.
D She can sell the parts of a child to someone who needs a transplant.
E She could sell the crippled child to a beggar woman who will make money from soft-hearted people.

47 Why does Shahanna tell Lakshmi that she should not let Mumtaz or Shilpa see her writing in her notebook?
A They will think she is planning to escape and put her back in solitary confinement.
B Mumtaz will start taking up all of Lakshmi's time, because she wants to learn to write better.
C Mumtaz will be jealous and take Harish to be her own teacher.
D Mumtaz will beat her, because she will think it is a note to the Americans.
E Mumtaz will beat her, because it is not allowed for the girls to read or write.

48 Shilpa stays at the brothel by her own free will, and she is not indebted to Mumtaz. Why does she stay?
A She needs Mumtaz – to supply her alcohol.
B She has a secret debt of which no one is aware.
E Her mother was a prostitute, and she does not know any other way of life.

49 One young man lingers after his sexual act to hold her and then says “thank you” to her.
How does Lakshmi feel about him?
A She wishes he would stop so that she can get to her next customer.
B She has never had a hug, so she wonders what it is.
C She wants to scream out "Get off of me!" but she cannot.
D None of the above is correct, because there are no customers like that in the brothels.
E She calls him “the hugging man” and counts the days in hopes of his return.

50 How does Lakshmi put part of her bundle of rags from home to good use?
A She rips the garments and ties them into a new outfitl.
B She makes them into a makeshift soccer ball – and gives the ball as a gift to Harish.
C All of these statements are correct statements.
D. She uses them to prepare to hang herself.

51. Lakshme is amazed when she sees a working
A motorboat
B jet plane
C television
D smartphone
E automatic blender

52 Why does Monica give all of her prized possessions to the girls in the brothel?
A She gives away all of her things because she is going home – and won’t need them.
B She is tired of these reminders and wants new the things of a new life.
C She is overcome with a fit of generosity as she prepares for freedom.
D All of these statements are correct.

53 What happens when Lakshmi is sick?
A Harish convinces Mumtaz that she has a fever.
B Mumtaz first accuses Lakshmi of faking her illness.
C All of these statements are true and correct.
D Mumtaz gives her white pills - medicine to make her well again.
E Mumtaz adds the cost of the medicine to her debt.

54 How does Lakshmi react to the departure of Pushpa, Harish, and Jeena?
A She writes a note and asks Harish to mail it to her family.
B She deeply grieves the loss of her friend and teacher, Harish.
C She has a little going away party for them.
D She tries to keep Jeena for her own, because she is childless.

55 How does Lakshmi react to the departure of Pushpa, Harish, and Jeena?
A She writes a note and asks Harish to mail it to her family.
B She deeply grieves the loss of her friend and teacher, Harish.
C She hides in her room until they are gone and watches out the window as Harish kicks his new ball.
D She has a little going away party for them.
E She tries to keep Jeena for her own, because she is childless.

56 What act of generosity does Monica offer to Lakshmi during her period of grief?
A She paints Lakshimi's fingernails and toenails and does her hair too.
B She gives Lakshmi her rag doll to ease her pain.
C She gives Lakshmi 30 rupees

57 Why does Lakshmi at first feel anger towards her American customer?
A He does not pay her.
B His rude questions make her face the facts of her humiliating life.
C He does not give her a tip.
D He asks for her e-mail address, and she does not have one.
E He only wants to talk, and this is weird.

58 What is unusual about Lakshmi’s first American customer?
A All of these statements accurately describe Lakshmi’s first experience with an American man.
B He pays for a prostitute, but all he wants to do is talk to her.
C He asks if she would like to go someplace clean where she will be given new clothes and good
food and she will not have to be with men.
D Instead of a tip or candy, he offers her a white card bearing American words and a picture of a bird in flight.
E He has pink skin, hair the color of straw, icy blue eyes, wears shorts, and looks like the people in
Harish’s story book.

59 Why does Lakshmi at first refuse to tell the American customer that she wants to leave Happiness House?
A She is frightened by his pink skin and shorts.
B She is not sure if she really wants to leave the brothel yet.
C She believes that the Americans will humiliate her - strip her naked and make her run the streets naked,
throw stones at her, and call her a dirty woman.
D She believes he is Mumtaz's spy.
E She is concerned about paying off her debt to Mumtaz.

60 What happens when Lakshmi tells her secret about the American visitor to Shahanna?
A All of the following statements are true and accurate.
B Shahanna goes straight to Mumtaz with the information, and much to Lakshmi's surprize, Mumtaz comes
to ask if she too can go with the American.
C Shahanna begs Lakshmi to take her along if she leaves with the American.
D Shahanna tells Shilpa who in turn tells Mumtaz, and then Lakshmi is beaten.
E Shahanna goes straight to Mumtaz with the information, and Lakshmi finds herself back in solitary
confinement.

61 After she returns to Happiness House, why does Mumtaz put Monica out on the street?
A Monica has HIV, which Shilpa refers to only as “the virus.”
B Monica has grown ugly and does not bring in much money.
C Monica was always Mumtaz's favorite, so she sets her free.
D She didn't put Monica on the street. She allowed her to attend a movie, and the girl never returned.
E Monica has paid her debt and is set free.

62 Why do Anita and Lakshmi find it necessary to hide in the kitchen beneath the sink?
A The brothel is on fire.
B Mumtaz is on the rampage, and they are frightened.
C All of these statements are correct.
D The brothel is raided by police.
E The brothel is being robbed.

63 Why does Shahanna disappear?
A She died, probably of HIV.
B She successfully ran away from Happiness House.
C She was taken from the brothel during a raid.
D The Americans bought her from Mumtaz.
E Her father came to take her back home.

64 How does Lakshmi react to Shahanna’s disappearance?
A She limply receives her customers as they are sent to her room.
B All of these statements accurately describe Lakshmi’s mourning her friend’s absence.
C She becomes so depressed that she ceases to eat, even allowing rats to steal her food.
D She tells Mumtaz that she is sick and does not come downstairs to work.
E She becomes so depressed that she only lies in bed reading the book from Harish.

65 What gift does the street boy who sells tea give to Lakshmi?
A The street boy gives Lakshmi everything mentioned here.
B He refuses to sell her the addictive liquor that he sells to Shilpa.
C He gives her free cups of tea and later a bottle of Coca-cola.
D He gives Lakshmi a gift of kindness, saying “We are both alone in this city.”
E Not only does he refuse to sell her the addictive liquor, but he also leaves her a free cup of tea,

66 What is unusual about Lakshmi’s second American customer?

A Nothing is unusual about this American customer. He is just another drunk, and he is there for sex.
B He pays for a prostitute, but all he wants to do is talk to her.
C He asks if she would like to go someplace clean where she will be given new clothes and good food and
she will not have to be with men.
D He has pink skin, hair the color of straw, icy blue eyes, wears shorts, and looks like the people in Harish’s
story book.
E All of these statements accurately describe Lakshmi’s second experience with an American man.

67 How does the brothel’s television get broken?
A It broken from the abusive treatment of the goondas.
B It is broken during the raid.
C Monica breaks it because she cannot find her magazines.
D Mumtaz breaks it accidentally while she is beating a new girl.
E Mumtaz breaks it to punish the girls for being lazy.

68 What sad truth does Lakshmi learn from Shilpa in the counting room when she goes to borrow money for the tea boy?
A She discovers the sad truth that Mumtaz has been arrested.
B The only money Lakshmi’s family ever received was the initial money Auntie Bimla paid her stepfather at
the village store.
C She learns that she now owes Mumtaz another 20,000 rupees.
D She discovers that her family got a tin roof, but it blew off in a storm.
E The Happiness House is broke. They have no money.

69 Why does Lakshmi hug the tea boy on his last day?
A She hugs him because he looks a little like Justin Beiber.
B Not only does she hug him goodbye, but she also slips him the white card from the American.
C She hugs him goodbye.
D She hugs him and pretends it is Krishna.
E She hugs him because she has always had a secret crush on him.

70 What is unusual about Lakshmi’s third American customer?
A He takes her picture with a digital camera.
B All of these statements are correct.
C He says he will return for her with many other men, both Indians and Americans.
D He promises not to tell Mumtaz.
E He shows her pictures of other girls who have escaped from brothels.

71 Why does Lakshmi experience intense fear when she hears the cook’s pestle grinding hot chili spices?
A She fears that Mumtaz discovered her alliance with the American who took her picture.
B She thinks it is a poison intended to kill her .
C She hates spicy food!

72 After approximately a week of waiting for the third American to return for her, Lakshmi hears the sounds of a raid
happening downstairs and has to make what difficult decision?
A She must decide whether to hide with Anita in the closet or risk going downstairs to reveal herself
to the police, the Americans, and hope Mumtaz doesn’t catch her first.
B She must decide whether to hide with Shilpa or Anita.
C She must decide whether to hide under her bed or in the closet.
D She must decide whether to grab her book and bundle or just hide.

73 When Lakshmi is finally rescued, what does she say?
A She repeats words Harish taught her “I am Lakshmi. I am from Nepal. I am fourteen years old.”
B She tells Mumtaz everything she ever wanted to say.
C She says nothing but spits on both Mumtaz and Shilpa.
D She says "The food here sucks!"
E Lakshmi says that she can never return to her family now, so she might as well just stay in the brothel.

74 What happens to Lakshmi after the last raid with the third American?
A She goes to the police station to file a report against Mumtaz.
B She boards a train for Nepal.
C The reader is left to imagine an epilogue, because the novel ends with Lakshmi’s being rushed away
from Happiness House.
D She goes to live in a camp for girls like herself.
E She boards a plane for Nepal.

75 Who helps Lakshmi escape from Mumtaz and Happiness House?
A Her Ama and some of the girls help Lakshmi escape by showing authentic love and kindness
that gives her hope of another life beyond the brothel.
B Lakshmi helps herself by enduring, savoring hope, reaching out for help, and being brave at the right moment.
C Harish helps Lakshmi by teaching her to communicate.
D The tea boy probably helps Lakshmi by passing her card along to the Americans.
E All of the above are true and accurate statements.

76. Harish loves his mother – who is named…
A named Mumtaz
B named Anita
C names Pushpa
D named Goonda

77. Lakshmi has a million reasons for hating Mumtaz. This literary device is known as
A personification
B simile
C onomatopoeia
D hyperbole
E ellipsis

78 Mumtaz is a monster and a beast.
A simile
B metaphor
C onomatopoeia
D assonance
E introspection

79 The filthy air tried to smother Lakshme
A simile
B assonance
C introspection
D rhyme
E personification

80. “I will pay you all the 10,000 rupees, and then I will leave, Mumtaz.”
A dialogue
B monologue
C personification
D metaphor
E rhyme

81 “If Mumtaz catches me reading Harish’s book, she will beat me.”
A dialogue
B monologue
C personification
D metaphor
E rhyme

82. “I will beat you, you lazy little creature!” said Mumtaz
“Please don’t beat me again!” I pleaded.
A dialogue
B monologue
C personification
D metaphor
E rhyme

83 The point of view of SOLD is
A First person
B Second person
C Third person limited
D Third person omniscient
E Third person objective

84. “The man said I must now call him ‘uncle husband’ Why does he have so strange a name – and why must I so suddenly use this
new name. This man begins to frighten me.?” NAME THE DEVICE.
A onomatopoeia
B poetry
C personification
D metaphor
E foreshadowing

85 Who are these Americans who keep appearing through the story?
A They appear to be special forces of the U.S. military
B They appear to be part of a rescue force of concerned people who oppose child prostitution.
C They appear to be mainly customers who help Lakshmi only to imprison her again.

86

Describe Lakshmi’s personality.
A Determined to obey
B Determined to have fun
C Determined to earn money
D Determined to be free
E Determined to go to America

87 How is Lakshmi different from Monica
A Lakshmi can face the reality of the situation
B Lakshmi is more religious than Monica
C Mumtaz likes Lakshmi more than she likes Monica

